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Preface

This book is designed to be the primary text for an undergraduate course on numer-
ical analysis. It is appropriate for students who have studied calculus and linear algebra
and who have some exposure to differential equations and mathematical proofs. No
prior experience with computer programming is expected.

To the student

Numerical analysis is a subject that combines mathematical theory and computer code
to solve problems in mathematics, science, and engineering. The focus is on problems
that are impossible to solve by hand. For example, even simple and important integrals
like

R
e�x

2
dx, which comes from the “bell curve” of statistics, may not be express-

ible as simple formulas. Although exact values may be impossible to obtain, we can
often compute accurate approximations to extremely high precision using mathematical
ingenuity and a bit of computer code.

If you have never studied numerical analysis, then this book is for you. Prior ex-
perience with computer programming or numerical computation is not expected; the
MATLAB R computing environment is introduced early, and you will gradually write
more sophisticated computer code as your reading progresses. You should be proficient
with multivariable calculus and matrices, and some exposure to differential equations is
beneficial. Prior experience with mathematical proofs is helpful, but most error bounds
follow from a small handful of fundamental theorems.

By working through this text from beginning to end, you will achieve a number of
objectives. You will understand why numerical computation is necessary. You will im-
plement and apply algorithms for interpolation, integration, linear systems, zero finding,
and differential equations. You will measure error, recognize numerical convergence,
and infer rate of convergence from experimental data. You will prove error bounds and
explain how the performance of a numerical method is determined by characteristics of
the supplied data or the desired solution.

The first part of the book begins to teach you to think like a numerical analyst. You
will perform quick computations on the computer, write your first computer code, and
evaluate a few methods for accuracy and efficiency. The rest of the book is organized
around a few areas of mathematics that benefit from numerical analysis: interpolation,
integration, linear systems, zero finding, and differential equations. Within each of these
areas, you will develop methods for solving some of the most important problems and
evaluate the effectiveness of those methods.

As you begin to compute the impossible, my greatest recommendation is to be ac-
tive. While reading the text, run the demonstrations on your own computer, conduct
additional experiments of your own design, and check the proofs by hand. While work-
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ing the exercises, if you are not sure whether an approach will succeed, try it on the
computer and see. Be guided first and foremost by what works. Theory will follow.

To the instructor

This textbook is based on an undergraduate numerical analysis course that I have taught
since 2007. In the years since the first offering, I have made significant changes to better
reflect my understanding of how numerical analysts do their work and to include pro-
found developments in the practice of numerical computation. As a result, my students
are now solving problems that I considered prohibitively difficult a few years ago, and
they have a better understanding of how their methods work. This textbook is intended
to bring these developments to a wider audience.

A few distinctive features of the book are described below.

Theory and experimentation. This book is full of numerical experiments in ad-
dition to proved theorems. During my own education, I developed an experimental
approach to mathematics out of necessity: when encountering an unfamiliar subject,
numerical experiments were the quickest and most reliable way to gain insight. From
other researchers I learned that experiments can also be quite convincing, even when
proofs are available. A kind of graphic that has become very common in research arti-
cles is the rate-of-convergence graph, which plots error versus computational resources.
For numerical methods that work well, the error steadily falls toward zero as more work
is performed, and the rate of convergence is easily inferred. Many examples in this text
involve theoretical prediction followed by numerical experimentation, with the rate-of-
convergence graph providing a direct comparison.

Local and global methods. A significant motivation for this book is Chebyshev
technology, which has seen an explosion of activity in recent years thanks in large part
to the Chebfun project initiated by Zachary Battles and Lloyd N. Trefethen [3]. While
many older methods work locally—think of Newton’s method targeting a single zero or
Newton–Cotes quadrature chopping a function into small pieces—a Chebyshev method
models a function globally by a single polynomial. This can deliver extremely high
accuracy at low cost. I was introduced to this approach during an eye-opening pre-
sentation by Trefethen in 2008, and I could never teach numerical analysis the old way
again. This book introduces global Chebyshev methods alongside more traditional local
methods, in many cases deriving both types of methods from a common core.

Analysis and linear algebra. In this text, I deliberately pursue a marriage between
analysis (calculus, differential equations, real and complex analysis, etc.) and linear al-
gebra. Although the table of contents suggests a heavier emphasis on problems from
analysis, linear algebra is equally important because it is the foundation of so many
solution methods. A common tactic is to project a continuous function onto a finite-
dimensional vector space and simultaneously reduce the analysis problem to a linear
algebra problem. In particular, definite integration reduces to an inner product; inter-
polation, differentiation, and antidifferentiation reduce to matrix-vector products; and
differential equations reduce to systems of linear (algebraic) equations. The unifying
question is, Can we design a matrix to solve the problem for us? Through this pursuit,
the student goes beyond the mechanics of matrix computations to recognize and exploit
linearity.
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In my experience, students enjoy studying numerical analysis. Numerical methods
allow them to solve problems that would otherwise be impossible, and the feedback
from computer code is immediate and compelling. At the same time, the mathematical
theory underlying numerical methods is deep and broad. By completing this course,
students will experience the practical implications of theory that may otherwise seem
abstract.

Software

The numerical methods in this book are implemented in the MATLAB programming
language and are stored in computer files called M-files. These files and directions for
their installation are available on the web at www.siam.org/books/ot161. Briefly, you
will download a package, expand it to produce a folder of M-files, and add the folder to
the search path in the MATLAB environment. As long as the example code in Chapter 2
executes without error messages, you will know that the software is installed correctly.
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function, 24
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a DE, 274
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a DE, 274
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multiplicity of a zero, 342
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t, grid, 138
Tm.x/, Chebyshev polynomial of the first kind, 113
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U, upper-triangular matrix, 213
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111
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273
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DE, 277
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desired value in a numerical computation, 6
domain variable, 20
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methods, 273–277,
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adaptivity, 115, 395
airy, 329
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definition, 33
instance of, 89–92, 126–131,

185–191, 294–302, 372,
416–417

algorithm, see numerical

method
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complex function

definition, 119, 121, 404
from differential equation,

313–314
geometric convergence for,

121–126, 131, 203–208,
314–320, 413–414
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anonymous function, 20
antiderivative

accuracy, 166–167, 188–190,
205–207

computation, 148, 157–158,
160–161, 164, 175–179,
196, 198–199

antiderivcheb, 197
antiderivgen, 164
antiderivuni, 177
antidifferentiation, see

antiderivative
approximation, 3–7
arithmetic, 11–12, 16–18,

57–59, see also IEEE
754, roundoff error

array, 13–18
arrayfun, 4, 22
assignment operator, 19
asymptotic notation, 131
augmented matrix, 216
axis, 110

Babylonian method, 4, 348
back substitution, 213–215, 217,

219, 227
backslash operator, 164, 213,

264
backsubstitute, 214

barycentric form, 67–69, 83,
135–136

barycentric weight, 68–69,
81–82, 105–106,
111–114, 136

baryweights, 69
base case, 26
basis, see Lagrange basis

polynomial, monomial
basis

bell curve, 5
bernstein, 123
Bernstein ellipse, 121–126,

203–208, 313–318, 409,
411–414

Bessel function, 255–257, 288,
309, 320

besselj, 288
binary notation, 52–56
binary search, 26
binomial coefficient, 81, 101
bit, 52
block matrix, 18, 163, 181, 263,

267, 335–336
boundary condition, 330
bounded function, 122, 203,

205, 207, 315–318, 409,
413–414

bounded variation, 127
branch cut, 121, 123, 405
BVP, see boundary condition

C k Œa; b�, 71
calculus, see fundamental

theorem of calculus
cancellation, 58–59
catastrophic cancellation, 58–59
Cauchy error, 187
characteristic equation, 337
Chebyshev extrema, see

Chebyshev grid
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Chebyshev grid
barycentric weights, 105–106,

111–114
definition, 105
differential equations, solving

with, 305–310, 313–320,
389–395

integration with, 195–199,
203–208

interpolation with, 105–115,
119–131, 140–141,
411–414

zero finding with, 337
Chebyshev node, see Chebyshev

grid
Chebyshev polynomial,

111–114, 411–413
Clenshaw–Curtis quadrature,

195–199, 203–208
code, 11–27
collocation

on Chebyshev grids, 305–310,
313–320, 389–395

general theory, 261–268,
273–277, 323–330,
364–376

on piecewise-uniform grids,
281–290, 293–302,
379–386

collocation node, 261, 266, 281,
282, 285–286, 305–306,
364, 374

column vector, 13, 16, 237–238,
see also vector

compactness, 74, 122, 414
companion matrix, 335–337
complex derivative, 98, 119,

403–404
complex domain, 404
complex function

general properties, 402–406
in interpolation remainder,

410
rate of convergence, influence

on, 119–126, 203–208,
313–320, 401, 409,
411–414

Runge phenomenon,
susceptibility to, 98–100,
102

complex number, 401
complex plane, 401
condest, 240
condition number, see also

Lebesgue constant
of IVP, 275, 277, 297–300,

315–316, 318, 323–330,
372, 383–386

of linear system, 237,
239–244

of zero, 341
conditional, 19–20
continuity, see also

differentiability,
discontinuity

of antiderivative, 127, 179
and compactness, 74, 122,

414
of derivative, 71
of differential equation

coefficient functions,
256–257

by patching discontinuity,
198, 405

of piecewise-polynomial
interpolant, 82, 281, 285,
379, 382

contour integral, 410, 413–414
convergence, see failure,

numerical convergence,
rate of convergence,
termination criterion

convergence criterion, see
termination criterion

convergence rate, see rate of
convergence

cost, sampling, 89, 120, 415

damping, 254–255, 287, 301,
308, 319

decay, 251–252
decimal notation, 6, 52–54
definite integral

accuracy, 166, 185–188,
203–204

computation, 148, 157–160,
164, 171, 173–175,
196–198

definitecheb, 197
definitegen, 164
definiteuni, 175
degree

of a collocation solution, 261,
266, 281, 285, 364, 374,
379, 382

of a grid, 65, 79–81, 105, 114
of an interpolating

polynomial, 65, 82,
397–398

depth, recursion, 26
derivative, see also

differentiability
complex, 403–404
computation, 147–153
differential equation, in

definition of, 251, 253,
363

multiplicity, in definition of,
397

in Newton’s method, 347,
364, 374

in Rolle’s theorem, 73,
398–399

sensitivity, 153–154, 262
zero, in conditioning of, 341

determinant, 335–337
diagonal matrix, 244, 335–336
diagonal of a matrix, 181, 213,

215, 218, 220, 221, 227
differentiability
C k Œa; b�, 71
differential equation, of

solution to, 293–294
error bound, condition for, 71,

89, 127–130, 185,
188–189, 191, 296–298,
300, 399

of piecewise-polynomial
collocation solution, 285,
382

weak, 126–130, 179
differential equation

conditioning, 323–330, 372,
383–386

introduction to, 251–257,
363–364

solution by collocation
(linear), 261–268,
273–277, 281–290,
293–302, 305–310,
313–320

solution by collocation
(nonlinear), 364–372,
374–376, 379–383,
389–395

theory, 256–257, 293–294,
313–314

differentiation, see derivative
differentiation matrix, 147–153,

163–164, 262
diffmatrix_, 152
diffmatrixgen, 152
diffmatrixsquare_, 151
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discontinuity, 130–131, 198
discretization error, see

truncation error
displayname, 22
disptable, 30
domain, complex, 404
dot product, see inner product
double precision, 54–57
double zero, see multiplicity
downsampling, 138, 262, 266,

282, 286, 305

e, 29–35, 349
efficiency, 4, 31, 68–69, 89, 107
eig, 337
eigenvalue, 335–337
elimination matrix, 218–219,

222, 228–229, 231–234
ellipse, see Bernstein ellipse
else, 20
entire function, 119–120, 126,

131, 313, 319–320
entry, 13–14
entrywise operation, 17
epsilon, machine, see unit

roundoff
equality, 19
equispaced nodes, see uniform

grid
error, see also accuracy, rate of

convergence
definition and measurement,

6, 29–37, 41–47
function, 41
residual vs., 237, 239–242,

244, 323–330, 341
roundoff, 30, 46–47, 51–52,

56–59, 237
sampling, 100–102
truncation, 29, 237

error bound, 71
evalmatrix_, 136
evalmatrixgen, 136
evaluation matrix, 135–141,

149, 152, 159–160,
163–164, 262–263,
266–267

existence
of differential equation

solution, 256–257, 313
of interpolating polynomial,

66, 398
of LU factorization, 231–233
from Rolle’s theorem, 73,

341, 350

exp, 42
experiment, 29–37, 41–47
exponent, 54–55
exponential function, 31, 34, 41
extremum, 44, 74, 100–101, 341
eye, 164

factorial, 25, 41, 309
factorial, 30
failure

from conditioning, 101–102,
153–154, 237, 241–242,
244, 326–330

from divergence, 352, 372,
391

from division by zero, 220,
231, 352

from the Gibbs phenomenon,
130–131

from roundoff error, 29–30,
58–59, 220–221

from the Runge phenomenon,
97

Fibonacci sequence, 26
finite precision, 6, 29–31,

46–47, 51–59, 74–75,
237, 239, see also
floating-point
representation

first-order differential equation,
251, 363

floating-point representation,
54–57, see also finite
precision

focus (of an ellipse), 121
for, 24–25
format, 80
format string, 12, 30–31
forward substitution, 215, 227
Frobenius matrix, see

companion matrix
function, 20–21, 41–47, 65
function M-file, 21
fundamental theorem of

calculus, 161, 164

gamma function, 309
Gaussian elimination, 213,

215–223, 227, 228,
230–234, 237, 239, 264

generalized eigenvalue, 337
genopivot, 219
geometric convergence, see also

supergeometric
convergence

with a Chebyshev grid,
121–126, 131, 203–208,
315–316, 318, 372

definition and measurement,
33, 35–37

from Newton’s method,
356–357

geometric series, 53
gepp, 223
Gibbs phenomenon, 131
Gregory series, 3
grid, 65, see also Chebyshev

grid, collocation node,
piecewise-uniform grid,
uniform grid

gridcheb, 106
gridchebpw, 114
griduni, 80
guess, see starting guess

harmonic oscillator, 253–255,
267–268, 287, 301, 308,
319

help, 27
holomorphic function, see

analytic function
Hooke’s law, 253
Horner’s rule, 24

IEEE 754, 54–57, 239, 242
ieee754, 55
if, 19–20
iif, 20
ill conditioned, see condition

number
imaginary axis, 401
imaginary part, 401
imaginary unit, 401
impossibility, 4–6
improper integral, 198
indefinite integral

accuracy, 167, 190–191,
207–208

in collocation, 262, 266–267
discretization, 148, 157–158,

161–164, 179–183, 197
indefinitecheb, 197
indefinitegen, 164
indefiniteuni, 181
induction, 111, 176, 180,

228–229, 232–233, 293,
399, 412

inexact data, 74–75, 94, see also
Lebesgue constant

Inf, 55, 231, 238
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infinity norm, 43–46, 167,
237–239

infnorm, 44
initial condition, 252, 253, 256,

257, 261–262, 266–267,
326, 365, 374, see also
differential equation

initial-value problem, 252, 253,
261, 266, 365, 374, see
also differential equation

inline if, 20
inner product, 17
integral

accuracy, 154, 166–167,
185–191, 203–208,
415–417

in collocation, 262, 266–267
computation, 157–166,

171–183, 195–199
contour, 410, 413–414
types, 157

integration matrix, see also
integral

for Chebyshev grid, 195–197
for general grid, 157–167
for uniform grid, 171–172,

179–183
interlacing, 398
interp_, 69
interpcheb, 106
interpchebpw, 114
interpgen, 69
interpolant, 65, 70
interpolation

on Chebyshev grid, 105–115,
119–131, 140–141,
195–199, 411–414

general theory, 65–75,
135–138, 397–399,
409–410

piecewise, 82–83, 114
on piecewise-uniform grid,

79–86, 89–94, 138–140
on uniform grid of high

degree, 97–102
interpuni, 83
interpuni_, 83
intmatrix_, 164
intmatrixcheb, 196
intmatrixgen, 164
intmatrixuni, 172
inverse matrix, 164, 217, 219,

221, 231, 239–240,
242–244, 297

invertibility, see inverse matrix
irrational number, 4, 52
iteration, 4, 347, 365, 374
IVP, see initial-value problem
ivp1matcheb, 306
ivp1matuni, 283
ivpl1_, 264
ivpl1cheb, 306
ivpl1condcheb, 324
ivpl1conduni, 324
ivpl1gen, 264
ivpl1uni, 283
ivpl2cheb, 306
ivpl2condcheb, 324
ivpl2conduni, 324
ivpl2gen, 267
ivpl2uni, 287
ivpnl1_, 367
ivpnl1chebpw, 389
ivpnl1condchebpw, 392
ivpnl1conduni, 383
ivpnl1gen, 367
ivpnl1uni, 380
ivpnl2chebpw, 393
ivpnl2condchebpw, 393
ivpnl2conduni, 383
ivpnl2gen, 374
ivpnl2uni, 382

jump discontinuity, 130–131

Lagrange basis polynomial
in barycentric weight, 68, 112
companion matrix, in

justification of, 335
definition, 65, 409
in differentiation and

integration matrices,
148–151, 158–159

Lagrange interpolation
problem, in solution to,
66

in Lebesgue constant, 74–75,
100

Lagrange form, 66–69, 148,
159, 336, 409–410

Lagrange interpolation problem,
65, 409–410

Lagrange remainder, 350, 399
Lebesgue constant

for Chebyshev grid, 131, 316
collocation accuracy, effect

on, 275, 277, 298, 316
definition, 74–75

for uniform grid, 94,
100–102, 298

Lebesgue function, 74, 100–101
legend, 67
length, 14
l’Hôpital’s rule, 92, 111, 113,

198
linear differential equation, 251,

253, 364, 372, 374, see
also differential equation

linear operator, 135, 147–148,
157–158

linear system, 161–164,
213–223, 227, 237–244,
262–263, 266–267, 365

linearization, 347, 364, 374
linspace, 15
log, 186
logarithm, 31, 174, 175, 177,

186–188, 197–198,
203–204, 242, 349, 351,
404

logarithmic scale, 31–34
logistic equation, 368–370,

380–382, 384, 389
loop, 24–25
lower-triangular matrix, 215,

216, 218–219, 227–235
LU factorization, 227–235
lunopivot, 230
lupp, 234

M-file, 21, 22
machine precision, see unit

roundoff
main diagonal, see diagonal of a

matrix
mantissa, see significand
marching, 282–283, 379, 389
mass-spring system, see

harmonic oscillator
MATLAB, 3, 11–27
MATLAB symbol
%, 21
’, 17
*, 11
+, 11
-, 11
.*, 17
./, 17
.ˆ, 17
/, 11
:, 13, 15
;, 12
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<, 19
<=, 19
=, 19
==, 19
>, 19
>=, 19
@, 20
[], 13
\, 164, 213, 264
ˆ, 11

matrix
collocation, 263, 267, 283,

286–287, 289–290,
305–306

companion, 335–337
condition number, 237,

239–244
differentiation, 147–153
equation, 213–223, 227, 237,

239–242
evaluation and resampling,

135–141
integration, 157–167,

171–177, 179–183,
195–197

inverse, see inverse matrix
LU factorization, 227–235
in MATLAB, 13–18
norm, 237–239
product, 147
structured, see augmented

matrix, block matrix,
diagonal matrix,
elimination matrix,
lower-triangular matrix,
permutation matrix,
square matrix,
transposition matrix, unit
lower-triangular matrix,
upper-triangular matrix

max, 16
maximum, 16, 44, 74, 100–101,

167, 237–239, 341
mean-value theorem, 341
measurement error, see

sampling error
mesh, see grid
midpoint rule, 171
monic polynomial, 110–112
monomial basis, 74
multiple node, see repeated node
multiple zero, 342–344, 356
multiplicity, 74, 342, 356,

397–399, 415–417

NaN, 24, 55, 231
nan, 24
nargin, 26
nate, 11
neighborhood, 404
newfig, 22, 31
newton, 349
Newton polishing, 354
Newton’s method, 347–357,

364–367, 370–372, 374,
379–380, 389, 391

Newton–Cotes quadrature,
171–183, 185–191, 282,
286

Newton–Cotes weights,
173–174

node, 65, 74, 261, 266,
397–398, see also grid

noninvertibility, 239, 242–243
nonlinear differential equation,

363–376, 379–386,
389–395

nonlinear pendulum, see
pendulum

nonsingular matrix, see inverse
matrix

norm, 43, 167, 237–239
norm, 238
normal distribution, 5
numerical analysis, 3–6
numerical convergence, 29–31,

46–47
numerical method, 4
numerical roundoff error, see

roundoff error

ones, 15
open set, 404
operation count, 69
operator, 147–148
orbit, 354
order of a differential equation,

251, 253, 363
oscillator, see harmonic

oscillator

partial derivative, 364, 374
partial pivoting, 221–223,

231–235
partition, 79–81, 114, 389, 391
pendulum, 374–376, 382–384,

393
permutation matrix, 221–223,

231–235
perturbation, 326, 372, 384

� , 3, 12
pi, 12
piecewise-Chebyshev

interpolation, 114–115,
389–395

piecewise-defined function, 21,
see also
piecewise-polynomial
function

piecewise-polynomial function,
79, 82, 171, 175, 281,
285, 379–380, 382

piecewise-uniform grid, see also
uniform grid

barycentric weights, 81
definition, 79
differential equations, solving

with, 281–290, 293–302,
379–386

integration with, 171–183,
185–191

interpolation with, 82–86,
89–94

zero finding with, 337
pivot (binary search), 26
pivot (Gaussian elimination),

220–223
pivoting, 218, 221–223,

231–235
plot, 21
plotfun, 22
plotfun3, 98
plotimagpart, 98
plotpartition, 84
plotrealpart, 98
plotsample, 70, 84
polar coordinates, 404
pole, 98, 121, 404
polishing, see Newton polishing
polynomial

barycentric form, 67–69
evaluation, 24
Lagrange form, 66–69,

409–410
in monomial basis, 24, 74
piecewise, 79, 82
sample, 65, 69–70, 74,

147–148, 157–158
surrogate, 65, 69–70,

153–154, 171, 335
Taylor, 41, 397–399
zero, 5, 335–344, 397

polynomial interpolation, see
interpolation
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polynomialeval, 24
population, see logistic equation
positive part, 21
power function, 31, 33
precision, 6, 51, 54–56
prod, 16
proxy, see surrogate

quadrature, 171
quintic equation, 5

radioactive decay, 251–252
rate of convergence

definition and measurement,
4, 31–36, 44–46

of differential equation
methods, 293–302,
313–320, 370–372

of integration methods,
185–191, 203–208

of interpolation methods,
89–92, 119–130

of Newton’s method,
350–352, 356–357, 370

real axis, 401
real part, 401
recurrence relation, 25
recursion, 25–26
relative error, 6, 56–59, 239–242
relative precision, 6
remainder, see error, Lagrange

remainder, residual
removable singularity, 405–406
repeated node, 74, 397–399,

415–417
repeated zero, see multiple zero
representable numbers, 55, 56
resamplematrixcheb, 140
resamplematrixuni, 138
resampling, 138–141, 149, 152,

262, 266, 282, 286, 305
rescaling, 244
residual

for antiderivative, 167,
190–191, 207–208

definition and measurement,
36–37, 42

for differential equation
(linear), 274, 276, 277,
298–300, 316, 318,
323–330

for differential equation
(nonlinear), 364, 376,
392–394

error vs., 237, 239–242, 244,
323–330, 341

for linear system, 237,
239–242, 244

for zero of a function, 337,
341–342, 350–352

residue theorem, 410
return, 24
Riemann sum, 5, 237
robustness, 4
Rolle’s theorem, 73, 398
root of a polynomial, 335–344,

397, see also zero of a
function

roundoff error
catastrophic effects, 29–30,

58–59
in IEEE 754 specification,

56–57
necessity of, 51–52
recognizing, 29–30, 46–47,

108
sensitivity to, 74–75, 100,

102, 237, 244, 326
row operation, 216, 221–223,

227
row reduction, see Gaussian

elimination
row vector, 13, 138, 160
Runge curve, 99
Runge phenomenon, 97–100,

102, 108–111, 124–126
Runge’s function, 97–100,

108–110, 124–126
rungecurve, 99

sample, 65, 69–70, 74, 82, 106,
114, see also resampling

samplecheb, 106
samplechebpw, 114
sampleuni, 83
sampling cost, 89, 107, 120, 415
sampling error, 74–75, 94, 100,

102, 131, 326
scalar, 16, 147
scaling, 243–244
Schur complement, 335
script M-file, 22
search, 26, 44
second-order differential

equation, 253, 363, 374,
see also differential
equation

sensitivity, 100, 102, 326–330,
384–386

sequence, 3, 21, 29, 31, 33, 347,
350

series, 3, 30
sign, 54–55, 75
significand, 54–55
significant digit, 6, 12, 242
Simpson’s rule, 171
sin, 12
singular point of a differential

equation, 257, 313–314
singularity of a complex

function, 98–100, 102,
119, 121–126, 198,
204–206, 401, 404–406

size, 14
smoothness, see analytic

function, differentiability
spring, see harmonic oscillator
sprintf, 12
square matrix, 150, 213, 215,

218, 221, 227
sqrt, 5
starting guess, 347, 349,

352–355, 365, 367, 374,
379, 380

stepping, see marching
stopping criterion, see

termination criterion
subdivision, 395
subplot, 33
sum, 16
supergeometric convergence

with a Chebyshev grid, 108,
119–120, 126, 131, 203,
317, 319–320

definition, 34
from Newton’s method,

350–352, 370
of Taylor polynomial, 34–35,

45
supremum, 43–44
surrogate, 65, 69–70, 153–154,

171, 335
system of equations, see linear

system

Taylor polynomial, 41–42,
44–45, 347, 350,
397–399

termination criterion, 26, 348,
365, 367

tolerance, 337, 343, 348
total variation, see bounded

variation
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tracking, 354
transpose, 17, 231
transposition matrix, 221–223,

232–234
trapezoid rule, 171
triangle inequality, 57, 166, 185
triangular matrix, 213–219,

227–235
trigonometric identity, 111–113,

411–412
truncation error, 29, 237

U -curve, see Runge curve
uniform grid, 80, 97, 99–102,

138–140, see also
piecewise-uniform grid

uniqueness, 66, 148–149, 159,
161, 163–164, 256–257,
313, 398

unit circle, 105
unit lower-triangular matrix,

227–235
unit of measurement, 6,

243–244
unit roundoff, 6, 29, 56, 239
upper bound, see bounded

function, error bound,
infinity norm

upper-triangular matrix,
213–217, 227–235

upsampling, 138

van der Pol equation, 394
variable, 19
vector

in MATLAB, 13–18
in matrix-vector equation, 213
norm, 167, 237–239
sample of a function, 69–70,

135, 147–148, 157–158

weak differentiability, 126–130,
179

weight, see barycentric weight,
Newton–Cotes weights

well conditioned, see condition
number

xlabel, 22
xlim, 108
xlog, 31

ylabel, 98
ylim, 23
ylog, 31

zero of a function, 5, 73, 112,
335–344, 347–357,
397–399

zeros, 15
zeros_, 337
zeroscheb, 337
zerosgen, 337
zerosuni, 337


